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T

he mission of this project was to compensate and
locate with six degrees of freedom (6DOF) several
hundred two- or three-axis machines, all with an
evolving software process and changing inputs. In this work,
several significant data-handling problems arose: How were
all input data, scripts, and other software versions to be kept
under revision control with weekly or daily changes as well as
several metrology teams running multiple shifts? How could
engineers process the avalanche of incoming data without
being overwhelmed by it? What could be done to prevent
data loss due to operator error? How might all data be reliably archived and reports protected from accidental change?
This article describes an effort to grapple with these questions
and a gradual evolution from primitive to more sophisticated
solutions that raised the bar a little on our own best practices
for repeated metrology operations.
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INTRODUCTION
At the outset of this work, the authors had just completed
an extensive automated metrology project involving an
aerospace wing assembly application with multiple automated workflows executed on 216 multi-axis CNC machines
installed throughout eight fixtures. Each of these two- or
three-axis machines was compensated to improve accuracy
throughout its travel axes and then globally located within
the coordinate frame for a given fixture. This experience
allowed for the contemplation of software configuration
management, automated data storage, and related issues,
leading to the conclusions that: a) software configuration
management is a necessity for automated metrology and
that the “software” under management should include all
data and other inputs which will affect the results; b) that

Figure 1. Some of data objects under configuration
management
automated data storage and archiving is a best practice for
automated metrology operations; and c) that automated data
processing can be an effective tool to reduce engineering
analysis workload. Before examining these conclusions, we
must first consider what is meant by the term, “configuration
management.”

Configuration management of “software”

When thinking of software configuration management, we
immediately think of software revision control and perhaps
software that supports such control—and rightly so. But in
the realm of automated metrology the definition of “software”
under management must be extended to be comprehensive.
This includes the workflow, by which we mean a program
designed to automate a more generic program to execute a
particular operation or set of tasks. An Excel macro is an
example of a workflow. A measurement plan script generated
out of SpatialAnalyzer of New River Kinematics (Williamsburg, VA) is another.
However, this definition also includes scripts which dictate
the metrology process in addition to all inputs which affect

Figure 2. Automated metrology systems may depend on
a wide assortment of inputs

that process. For example, automated metrology processes
often exploit a control network, which is a set of carefully
measured monuments or nests, usually scattered throughout
the entire volume of the work area. Foundation reference
systems (monuments glued into holes cored into concrete)
and jig reference systems (nests permanently attached to
tooling structures) are two examples of control networks. The
dataset of the control network is a critical input, gets revised
periodically, and must be revision-controlled. Other examples
include template files for the measurement software (e.g.,
Spatial- Analyzer files) which may contain critical planes or
other reference data. Previously measured tooling relationships and scalebar data may fall into the same category of
critical data that requires revision control.
All of these elements of the automated metrology system
must be correct for the system to operate properly. Thus, for
a specific real-world automated metrology application, the
“software” under configuration management is broadened to
include these other inputs.

Why revision control?

The necessity of revision control for such data is obvious.
Control network data, for example, often changes only very
slightly from one revision to the next, perhaps reflecting the
changes incurred by curing concrete or other subtle effects.
Changes of this nature are generally far too subtle to identify
by a casual inspection of the numbers. Using such numbers
in the process may make the numbers anywhere from a “little
wrong” to “obviously wrong,” or somewhere in between. Best
practice demands that metrologists ensure that the correct
numbers are used so that results are valid. Aside from all
these considerations, the customer requires revision control.
Having said all that, however, another practical question
is raised: How can all these inputs be controlled in a userfriendly way?

Figure 3. Increasing the number of users complicates
configuration management and makes a "bulletproof"
solution much more important to have
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Figure 4. A data-retrieval program can greatly simplify
configuration management of complex software systems

DATA-MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
What are the requirements for a successful configurationmanagement scheme?
• It must accommodate implementation on multiple computers by multiple users.
• Because users are working some shifts which have no tech
support, the solution must be “bulletproof” in execution.
• Any user must be capable of updating his or her own PC.
• Every user must be confident that the versions are all correct after updates.
• All necessary elements must be updated in the scheme; it
must be comprehensive.
The solution to meet these requirements evolved. The team was
already using an off-the-shelf revision-control software program,
Vault from SourceGear (Champaign, IL) for revision control for
all C# code, so it was natural to use Vault for revision control of
the workflows as well. Critical data from coordinate measuring
machines (CMM) or laser trackers were typically saved into a
product data management (PDM) system for protection. Therefore, moving it over to Vault was a change, but one which greatly
simplified the task of retrieval.
Initially, the team relied on training users to employ the native
Vault tools for retrieval. We soon discovered that this needed
more steps than we really liked and required more training. We
also discovered that it was easy to forget a step and miss data.
The solution was to automate the process. A software tool called
“GetLatestOpCom” was created solely for the purpose of com-

Figure 5. Sneakernet... yes, it works but this method has
its disadvantages
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Figure 6. Tired or careless users often use "almost the right filenaming scheme" with chaotic results, and the engineer
analyzing the data is left to sort out and correct the file names—
and to try to find the data needed for the next operation
prehensive data retrieval. Given an internet connection, this tool
reaches into the Vault repository created for the project, allows
entry of credentials, and retrieves all appropriate software elements required for the automated metrology system.
Now the training became greatly simplified and any user
could easily update with assurance of success. These benefits
led us to contemplate other uses for software automation and
how it might apply to data storage.

AUTOMATED DATA ARCHIVE
Just about every laser tracker operator has likely used a
handy thumb drive to transfer data from the tracker PC back
to “headquarters” for permanent safe storage and analysis.
Probably every team that has used this “sneakernet” method
for data transfer has run into a similar set of problems: missing
thumb drives, occasionally forgetful operators, and fatfingered users who copy the data to incorrect folders or misname the files or folders.
Therefore, when programming an automated metrology workflow it is very natural, indeed, obvious and inevitable, to carry the
automation into the “wrap up” tasks of storing the measurements,
reports, and any other outputs. But there are benefits to pushing
this effort to also archive the data rather than simply store it locally
on the tracker computer’s hard drive.

Figure 7. When working with a large, complex system
such as a wing assembly jig, a data-summary spreadsheet
may become essential for planning

Figure 8. The "Results Wizard" software tool became an
important aid in reducing the workload of data consolidation

Figure 9. Using a file format that is friendly to metadata
use has many advantages

PROTECTING DATA

useful to summarize the data across a jig to help visualize the
next required task.
Initially, we tried to collate the data by creating a master
Excel document which pulled data for individual cells from
many individual spreadsheets. This posed two problems: First,
in cases where an operation was run twice, the user had to
manually select the most recent run and eliminate the older
one. Second, Excel slowed to a crawl when drawing cell data
from multiple documents. These problems were resolved
by creating yet another custom software tool, the “Results
Wizard,” which is run on a local computer by the engineer
conducting the analysis. It retrieves the required data from the
Vault, selecting only the latest “run” where there are duplicate
runs for the identical tool. It then concatenates all the relevant
data and copies it into a single spreadsheet, providing the
required summary document.
The Results Wizard solution for data consolidation turned
out to be an easy-to-use and reliable tool for daily monitoring
of progress throughout the jigs, and it saved the team a great
deal of time. Of course, every job would require a different,
custom Results Wizard tool—it is not a universal solution. The
point is that for certain tasks which require the consolidation
of a great deal of data, the creation of a similar tool is worth
considering.

It is typically a requirement that measurement data be
protected from tampering or accidental change and preserved
against data loss. In some industries, such as aerospace, there
are regulatory requirements to meet which further increase the
value of maintaining data integrity. Therefore, a data archival
or protection scheme becomes necessary.
The demands for automated storage, elimination of incorrect
file-naming risks, and data protection combine to make a good
argument for a formal software solution. Because the project
team was using a software solution on the front end for revision control, it was natural to attempt an implementation of
this on the back end as well. The team committed to the use of
a wireless hotspot device to guarantee that an internet connection would always be available (the internet solution provided
by the customer was not reliable). A method call was added to
OpCom which enabled automated access to a SourceGear Vault
repository dedicated to project data storage. During runs of the
workflows the relevant data is automatically stored in the repository. Because the process is automated it is never forgotten. All
file names used are programmatically generated, guaranteeing a
total consistency in the naming scheme. Thumb drives and fat
fingers are eliminated. The data stored is revision-controlled, and
all versions remain on file so the data in its most raw form can
always be reviewed if necessary.
The automatic archival effort turned out to be a clear winner.
In addition to addressing all the major concerns, the rigid
naming scheme enabled further automation taking place to
simplify data analysis.

AUTOMATING ANALYSIS PREPARATION—
RESULTS WIZARD
After the data is successfully retrieved and archived, the
analysis task remains. To accomplish this, it becomes very

LESSONS LEARNED
A few years of experience of wrestling with data taught
some lessons that really stood out.

Use file formats which incorporate
metadata

The use of a rigid file-control scheme such as that which
is enabled by revision-control software offers great assurance that “all is well” with all the input data. This might
encourage the thought that “it does not matter” what the
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Figure 10. Excel conditional formatting is invaluable in
large spreadsheets as an aid to identifying out-of-tolerance
numbers
data structure is which is being saved. The question becomes
whether one cares if point data comes in file formats .txt,
.xlsx, or .csv. As it turns out, we do care. Best practice
demands that a file format be used which allows easy revision verification. Although it is possible to do a file comparison (with the aid of software) to compare two .txt files
to see if they are identical, this is hardly convenient. A far
better practice is to use a file format which lends itself to
the use of embedded revision data for the applications in
question. Excel is a good example of such a format, because
data may be kept on one sheet and revision information
on another. The ability to quickly verify revision levels is
invaluable, especially when debugging, and an embedded
revision greatly facilities this.

Use exhaustive (diagnostic) reporting

One solid practice that came out of this project was that
of creating an exhaustive diagnostic report strictly for the
purposes of debugging. With an elaborate project involving
complex interactions between CNC machines, trackers, and
the tracker PC, there are many opportunities for errors. It
soon became obvious that some reporting was required for
debugging, which was not required by the customer. Initially
such additional features were added to the standard report,
but eventually this led to a bloated and potentially confusing
report. Official (deliverable) reports should generally list only
what the customer requests, therefore a separate diagnostic
report was created which allowed unlimited expansion of
reporting details.
Creating a diagnostic report is certainly an additional programming task, but when it comes time for debugging the
rewards can be great time savings.

Use extensive checks to speed analysis
and reveal errors

Complex programs offer more opportunities for errors than
simple ones. When multiple programs are involved (in this
example CNC code as well as workflow script) and multiple
programming teams are contributing to the effort, the chance
of errors increases even more. Meanwhile, identifying errors
can often be difficult, especially when changes to numbers
can be very subtle. Consider, for example, the effect of a
very modest temperature change to scaling of a system—a
programming error might apply the scaling in the opposite
direction without being noticed.
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Fortunately, nearly every number produced by a metrology
system is subject to some form of reality check. In Excel
sheets it is simple to set up nominal vs. actual checks for
many measurements, verify known distances, etc. Almost
every measurement and every calculation result typically falls
within some very limited bound. Where possible, exact mathematical calculation should be used to cross-check program
results. It can sometimes be tedious to put these into place,
but extremely helpful in catching programming errors which
otherwise might be opaque.
Once a respectable set of checks are in place they should be
formatted appropriately. Flagging out-of-tolerance numbers
in Excel using conditional formatting is very straightforward
and provides a great tool for alerting the team to problems
which might otherwise go unnoticed.

FUTURE EFFORTS
Although not groundbreaking, the practices of automated
data retrieval and automated data storage were successful
enough that we would like to incorporate them even into
manual metrology jobs where appropriate. This involves
many challenges since it is, by definition, a more openended, nonprogrammatic environment. But some effort is
called for; metrology team leaders will certainly appreciate
both having a simple and consistent method for distributing
template files and other inputs to the team as well as datahandling schemes which will instantly and reliably store
data into a protected and accessible location on a secure
server.

CONCLUSION
As has been shown, automated metrology projects demand
software configuration management for all program inputs
in addition to automated data storage and archiving. Projects
which require analysis of multiple measurements may also
benefit from custom software tools to automate certain aspects
of that data analysis. Implementing these systems and building
these programs takes time but the rewards are great in terms
of time saved and in the confidence of the whole team in the
integrity of the data.

